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October 5, 1989
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Waste Management Specialist
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P.O. Box 12436
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Dr.
Milwaukee, WI 53212
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RE: Freeman. Chemi'cal Clean-ups of Former Dumpsites
--:::'!J

Dear Roger:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your September 29, 1989, letter
relative to Freeman. Chemical Corporation's vol-untary cleanups

of various dumpsites i't formerly used. As you know, the clean-up
efforts have: spanned at least four summers and have consisted of

drum removal, magnetoiueter searches, water analyses, and "cosmetic"
restoration at three locations: Town of Sherman, Town of Port
Washington. (Di'di''er)_, and Town of Wayne.

Freeman believes it has adequately addressed concerns about the
three aforementioned locations, and consequently, Freeman does not
contemplate any further removal activities at any of the aforementioned
disposal sites. On October 4, 1989, I personally revisited each of
the sites and inspected them for any visible drums and pails. None
were discovered. Th-us, Freeman believes that these past disposal sites
have been cleaned -up and that the Department may close out this matter.

In regards to the Saunders property, located in the Town of Saukville
('1806 W. Center Road)', Mr. Russ Cerk has informed me that a few drums

were removed during the December 1986 inspection. However^ Freeman

will inspect the property- again during the upcoming winter months to
ensure that no other drum remain at that location. Because this property
is rather swampy^ Freeman will wait until the ground hardens and the
insects depart, and then revisit this disposal site. I will inform
you of any findings s.Bould this be necessary.

As in the past. Freeman Believes i't has redressed past disposal

practices and has voluntarily cooperated with the Department, so as
to aesthetically restore each of the former dumpsites.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or comments.
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Sincerely, |-r ''' ."

FREEMAN CHEMICAL CORPORATION
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Qr,a;i/g R. Bostwick

Waste Management Specialist
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